Suggestions for a great e-poster

• Do not include more than 5 slides, including title slide
• Your presentation title should be the same as your abstract title
• Use a white or solid-colored background template for slides
• Clearly label figures and don’t make them too small
• Try not to read straight from your slides during the presentation
• Try to limit your use of text, a lot of text can be distracting to an audience who should be focused on listening to you speak
• Time yourself giving your presentation— you should be able to finish in ~7 minutes, leaving 2-3 minutes for questions (you will be stopped if you go past the time limit of 10 minutes)
• The example slides are simply a reference! You can change them up however you like, just make sure to use a clear header for each slide.
• Email conference@amwa-student.org with any questions!
• The next 5 slides are the example for scientific research, and the 5 slides after that are the example for clinical cases. Do not include the grayed out text at the top right in your presentation (it’s just a reference!).
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